Tiger Spice Chai

®

Celebrating 20 years with our signature blend

It seems like only yesterday when we crafted Tiger Spice Chai® in our very own kitchen in
San Francisco. Today, it remains our signature blend and is enjoyed in over 45 countries around
the world. We continue to use the highest quality ingredients - daring to improve on perfection
year after year - as we connect a delicate balance of tea, organic cardamom, cloves, cinnamon,
and ginger, with the refined sweetness of honey and natural cane sugar. Tiger Spice Chai® and all
of the David Rio Endangered Species chai line is named after endangered, vulnerable, or at-risk
animals, reflecting our philanthropic focus on animal welfare. We demonstrate our strong
commitment by donating a percentage of our profits from annual sales of Tiger Spice Chai® to
IFAW (International Fund for Animal Welfare) to protect endangered tigers and elephants
around the world. David Rio continues to be a family-owned business,
crafting and delivering America’s Premier Chai since 1996.
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David Rio Endangered Species Chai
• No Trans Fats
• No Hydrogenated Oil
• Organic Spices
• Gluten Free
• Certified Kosher

Hot Chai Latte
• 2-3 tablespoons of David Rio chai*
• 7 ounces hot water, milk or milk
substitute

• Two Year Shelf Life
• Easy to prepare hot, iced or blended
• Attractive Promotional Items and POS
• Recipes and Preparation Training

Place chai in a cup (add more or less to
taste). Add hot water, milk, or milk
substitute. Mix well and enjoy.
*For a low calorie option, use Orca SpiceTM
or Flamingo VanillaTM Sugar-Free chai.
(For coffeehouse preparation, we recommend
adding David Rio chai to hot water, mix well,
then add steamed milk heated by the steam
wand on the espresso machine.)

TIGER SPICE CHAI®
Our signature best-selling chai is a creamy, rich tasting black tea blend enlivened
with the exotic bite of freshly ground organic spices.

TIGER SPICE CHAI® DECAFFEINATED
This decaffeinated version of our signature Tiger Spice Chai® is made with
premium decaffeinated black tea and can be served any time of day.

Iced Chai Latte
• 2-3 tablespoons of David Rio chai
• 2-3 ounces hot water, milk or milk
substitute
• 1/2 cup cold water, milk or milk
substitute
• 1 cup ice

ELEPHANT VANILLA

™

As our very first chai flavor, this variety remains as popular as ever. The premium
Madagascar vanilla used is known for its pure, clean flavor.

T O R T O I S E G R E E N T E A™
Our choice of green tea is carefully balanced with the spiciness of the cinnamon
and cardamom, allowing the true green tea essence to shine through.

Dissolve chai in hot water, milk, or milk
substitute. Add remaining cold water,
milk, or milk substitute and pour over
ice. Stir and Serve.

O R C A S P I C E™ S U G A R - F R E E

(You may also prepare a pitcher of chai
ahead of time, keep chilled, then stir and
pour over ice when serving.)

Our sugar-free, low-calorie version of chai has the same pronounced flavor as our
signature Tiger Spice Chai® with the sugar replaced by Splenda® (sucralose).

F L A M I N G O V A N I L L A™ D E C A F S U G A R - F R E E

Ice Blended Chai Frappe

This sugar-free/decaf version of our Elephant VanillaTM chai uses decaffeinated
black tea with the sugar replaced by Splenda® (sucralose).

• 1/2 cup milk
• 5 tablespoons Tortoise Green TeaTM
Chai or ANY David Rio chai
• 1 cup ice
• Optional: Try adding a shot of your
favorite flavored syrup, espresso or
chocolate powder.

T O U C A N M A N G O™
A wonderful addition to our chai family, this tropical mixture is the perfect
balance of black tea and accents of tropical mango and spices. This chai is most
refreshing and enjoyed when ice blended!

In a blender, place all ingredients in
order listed above. Blend on high
speed for about 30 seconds and serve.

For more recipes, check out our “Chai It All” video series:
http://davidrio.com/chaiitallvideos.html
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